Wine & Drinks
„Every wine has a story to tell.
A story that begins in the vineyard and finds its completion in the glass!"

Aperitif - „refreshing"
0,1l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
5cl
5cl
5cl
5cl
2cl
2cl
2cl
2cl
0,2l

6,50 €
7,50 €
7,50 €
6,50 €
6,50 €
6,50 €
6,50 €
5,00 €
5,20 €
6,50 €
5,00 €
3,00 €
4,00 €
4,50 €
4,00 €

Glass of Crémant de Bordeaux Brut Blanc AOC Vignobles Dubard 50,1l
Glass of Prosecco Spumante Ponte 5
0,1l
5
Prosecco Spumante Ponte
0,75l
5
Crémant de Bordeaux Brut Blanc AOC Vignobles Dubard
0,75l
5
Sparkling Wine "Schloss Leitheim"
0,75l

6,50 €
4,50 €
25,00 €
39,00 €
35,00 €

Glass of sparkling wine "Schloss Leitheim"5
Castle Cocktail 4, 8,*Chinin
RinQuinQuin Royal5
Hugo 4, 5, 8
Aperol Spritz 1, 5, *Chinin
Lillet Blanc Wild Berry 5, 8
Campari Orange / Soda 1
Sherry Sandeman dry, medium, cream 5
Martini Extra dry, Rosso, Bianco 5
White Port mit Tonic 5, *Chinin
Krater Noster Bavarian Distilled Dry Gin
Bombay Sapphire London Dry Gin
Hendrick´s Gin
The Duke Gin
Thomas Henry Tonic Water 3, 4, *Chinin

Aperitif - „sparkling“

Aperitif - „Champagne“ „MCC“
Glass Brut AOC Champagne 1er Cru Froment 5
0,1l
5
Glass Groote Post Rosé MCC Brut
0,1l
er
5
Brut AOC Champagne 1 Cru Froment
0,75l
5
Groote Post Rosé MCC Brut
0,75l
5
Champagne Lanson Black Label Brut
0,375l
5
Saronsberg MCC CAP Classique WO Tulbagh (Champagne method)
0,75l

14,00 €
10,00 €
85,00 €
70,00€
57,00 €
55,00 €

Germany – white wine
„Fendel“ Riesling QbA, dry
Friedrich Fendel – Rheingau 5
The fruity bouquet reveals fine pear and peach aromas,
as well as excellent minerals. A crisp and fresh white wine
with a fine play between fruit and tartness.

Grauburgunder Kabinett, dry
Theo Minges – Pfalz 5
Spicy-fresh with juicy acidity and elegant, silky finish.
Delicate, varietal aroma of quince and pear.
Lively and fresh on the palate.

Weißburgunder QbA, dry
Theo Minges – Pfalz 5
Aromas of melons and yellow fruits,
fragrant and elegant on the palate.

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,80€
9,00€
29,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,50€
28,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,50€
27,00€

Riesling late harvest dry „Bergspitze“
Jakoby Mathy – Mosel 5
In the nose very aromatic vineyard peach, quince and herbs.
The taste presents itself very racy with a salty minerality and
classic Riesling fruit. The typical kick of acidity gives the necessary balance .

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
30,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
7,50€
25,00€

Riesling Kabinett semi-dry „Weitblick“
Jakoby Mathy – Mosel 5
The fine, mineral nature makes this semi dry wine a lively taste experience.
The harmoniously balanced sweetness-acid ratio underlines fine fruit aromas
reminiscent of apricots, ripe apple and citrus reminiscent

Cuvée des Fées, dry
Theo Minges – Pfalz 5

0,75l

34,00 €

0,75l

22,00€

0,75l

24,00€

Intense, seductive fragrance. In the taste fresh with carrying fruit acid,
then much aroma of Pinot Gris, very complex.
Produced from the varieties Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc and Pinot Gris.

Scheurebe, dry
Hofmann – Rheinhessen 5
Light fragrance of freshly cut grass, tropical fruit.
On the palate fruity acidity, exotic fruit components,
Juicy intense citrus notes with traces of white currants.
Beautiful finish, complex and mineral. Sophisticated, enjoyable and fresh!

Iphöfer Silvaner QbA , dry
Wirsching – Franken 5
A Silvaner, which particularly inspires because of its elegance:
Juicy-silky, full-bodied and balanced with seductive aromas of apples,
flowers, herbs and nuts as well as a long mineral finish.

"Kinheimer Rosenberg" Riesling late harvest
Jakoby Mathy – Mosel 5

0,75l

35,00€

0,75l

31,00€

Multi-layered bouquet, reminiscent of a basket of ripe, juicy fruit.
Fine, juicy berry hue with a delicate hint of honey.
Spicy, mouth-filling fruit that lingers long, delicate acidity in the finish.
Great, noble Riesling.

Germany – red wine
Lemberger/Dornfelder, dry
Kairos Hirth – Württemberg 5

The Lemberger already demonstrates its power through its deep dark ruby red color.
Its aromas are very well integrated by a long storage in small barrique barrels.
very nicely integrated. The smell of the Lemberger reminds of chocolate,
coffee beans and cinnamon sticks. Hints of vanilla round out this impression perfectly.
Upon tasting, one immediately senses the wine's soft but strong tannins.

Rosé wine
Cabernet Sauvignon Rosé
Steininger Kamptal Austria 5
Very aromatic, ripe currant, nuances of fresh raspberries and elderberry,
on the palate a playful, great acidity play, which highlights the red fruits,
very balanced.

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
30,00€

0,75l

34,00€

0,75l

44,00€

Spain – red wine
Sol I Terra Tinto Grupo Reserva
Priorato – Spain 5
Carinena, Garnacha & Syrah - 6 months barrique.
Dark, ripe fruit with a juicy hint of vanilla, fine texture, concise and long, complex!

Miguel Torres Celeste Crianza
Ribera del Duero – Spain 5

Ink-dark blackberry red, playing into purple.
Intense bouquet with spicy notes of licorice and black pepper
against a fruity background of ripe berries (blackberries) and juicy-sweet morello cherries.
morello cherries. Also on the palate fruity cherry and berry flavors,
next to fine spice and good, sweet mature tannin,
In the final very long lasting with a nice, round fullness.

Austria – white wine
Green Veltliner QbA, dry
Grassl – Carnuntum 5
Fine spicy Veltliner nose, hints of camomile behind yellow fruity notes,
peppery-spicy white wine with balanced acid structure.

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
7,50€
24,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,00€
26,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,50€
28,00€

0,75l

35,00€

0,75l

38,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,50€
10,00€
34,00€

0,75l

32,00€

Chardonnay QbA, dry
Grassl – Carnuntum 5
Complex nose of ripe yellow fruits, nuts and cookie, behind
notes of exotic citrus fruits, soft, supple palate.
with fine minerality in the finish

Yellow Muscat,dry
Grassl – Carnuntum 5
Lush grape notes, grated nutmeg, intense nutmeg-rose note,
Elderflower and a slight exoticism of lemon - orange zest.
Fresh, juicy and playful

Green Veltliner, Loisium vineyard
Steininger – Kamptal 5
This wine is a perfect example of Green Veltliner,
multi-faceted aroma of Golden Delicious, spicy, mineral and fine bouquet,
long lasting finish with a slight undercurrent of white pepper.

Weißburgunder QbA, November Harvest
Steininger – Kamptal 5
Delicate nutty aromas underpinned by fine fruit of ripe pear,
Hints of fine cookie and white bread,
elegantly integrated acidity, delicate hazelnut nuances in the finish,
excellent aging potential.

Austria – red wine
Zweigelt, November Harvest
Steininger – Kamptal 5
Dark red with violet hints; Amarena cherries and blueberries,
wrapped in a sea of flowers; ripe fruit, sweet extract,
jam and chocolate notes on the finish, a worthy representative of the Kamptal.

Rubin Carnuntum
Grassl – Carnuntum 5
Zweigelt Reserve with 10% Blaufränkisch & Merlot.
Deep dark ruby garnet with opaque core.
Spicy scent of black cherries ,blue berries,
strong body and firm tannins, good development potential

Italy – white wine
Lugana Mandolara DOC, dry
Winery Le Morette - Veneto
Fine fruity, slightly nutty, compact fruit and very round
on the palate, filigree and juicy

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
8,50€
29,00€

Gavi di Gavi DOCG, dry
Monchiero Carbone – Piemont 5

0,75l

24,00€

0,75l

25,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
7,50€
24,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
7,50€
24,00€

0,75l

26,00€

0,75l

34,00€

0,75l

75,00€

Dry, full-bodied and persistent, taste of fresh fruit
combined with a delicate citrus note on the finish.

Costamolino Vermentino DOC
Argiolas – Sardinia 5
Intense and full-fruited of fresh fruit and a balsamic structure.

Italy – red wine
Belpasso Vino Rosso
Allegrini – Veneto 5
Cuvée of Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot
Full-bodied on the palate, Belpasso Rosso is complex
and dense with notes of ripe berries and with a long lasting finish.

“Serai” Rosso Veronese IGT, dry
Le Morette – Veneto 5
Cuvée of Merlot, Corvina and Cabernet Sauvignon.
Full-bodied and ripe with notes of cherries and plums,
Full-bodied, fresh and fruity, well structured with an excellent harmony.

Primitivo Manduria DOC „Mandus“
Pietra Pura – Puglia 5
Dark cherry red color with aromas of fruity sour cherries,
plums, cassis and light toasted notes. On the palate with sweetish tannins
and a soft taste of vanilla and wood nuances.

Valpolicella Ripasso DOC
Allegrini – Veneto 5
Valpolicella Ripasso presents an intense ruby red color with garnet reflections.
On the nose, an elegant bouquet with scents of ripe fruit,
lightly of jam; also vanilla and cinnamon, enveloped by aromas of dark berries.
On the palate, the Ripasso appears expressive, dry, robust, full and persistent.

Amarone della Valpolicella DOC
Cantina Valetti 5

Amarone is pressed from raisined grapes. It shows a deep rich dark red in the glass,
In the nose aromas of dried plums and Amarena cherries. The taste is intensely sweet-fruity, strong structure and
soft tannins.

France – white wine
Comtesse de Ségur blanc AC
Château Laulerie – Bergerac 5

0,1
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,00€
26,00€

Intense aroma, harmoniously combined aromas of gooseberry,
tropical fruits and peach. The palate is rich and generous.

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

3,80€
6,50€
22,00€

Bourgogne Sauvignon AC
Sorin-Defrance/Burgundy 5

0,75l

25,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
7,50€
24,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
30,00€

0,75l

30,00€

0,75l

28,00€

This white wine offers intense aromas of pine resin,
fresh melon and toasted almonds.
A velvety texture and powerful on the palate.

Montravel sec blanc AC
Château Laulerie – Bergerac 5

This intense wine shows typical minerality,
a wide range of aromas of green pepper and cress.

France – red wine
Bergerac rouge Merlot AC
Château Laulerie 5
Youthful ruby red.
On the nose aromas of red fruits and a pinch of pepper.
On the palate beautiful and clear berry fruit with rounded and ripe tannins.
Medium-light finish.

Comtesse de Ségur Montravel rouge AOC
Château Laulerie 5
60% Merlot - 30% Malbec - 10% Cabernet Franc
Cuvée "Comtesse de Segur" complex, powerful and intoxicating!

Cotes du Rhone Rouge
Domaine ROCHE-AUDRAN5
Juicy and clear, with grippy tannins and an excellent balance
of red and dark fruit and Mediterranean spice

Clos de Prat Bibal
La Grange 5
The wine exudes a very nice fruity bouquet with aromas of blackberries,
raspberries, plums, licorice, mineral notes, pepper
and violets. The palate is full-bodied, dense, soft, mineral,
with lots of spicy fruit and a long finish. Pure terroir!

Portugal – white wine
Malo Platinum White,
Malo Tojo, Regiao Setúbal 5
Cuvee of Arinto and Chardonnay.
Aromas of citrus and vanilla.
Velvety texture and a very vibrant and persistent finish.

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
29,00€

Encruzado white Varietal
Quinta Dos Roques – Dao 5

0,75l

36,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
29,00€

Fresh clear fruit reminiscent of cherries and ripe red berry.
Very juicy and expansive on the palate.
Some spice of anise, cinnamon and marked by the wood.
Nevertheless beautifully integrated tannins. Very dry finish.

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,00€
8,00€
25,00€

Malo Tojo Malo Gold Reserva
Malo Tojo, Regiao Setúbal 5

0,75l

38,00€

0,75l

28,00€

A full-bodied wine with aromas of lemon,
woody herbs, stone fruit & melon.

Portugal – red wine
Malo Tojo Amo-Te tinto
Malo Tojo, Regiao Setúbal 5
This wine is produced in Quinta de Catralvos in Azeitão (Península de Setúbal).
It has a concentrated color and aromas of red fruits, cinnamon, cocoa and coffee.

Quinta de Tourias
Tourónio Rouge – Douro 5

Long finish, pleasantly soft on the palate.
Highly recommended Portuguese off the beaten track.
Grape variety: Touriga Nacional, Castelao

Pactus Cabernet Sauvignon
Quinta Do Carneiro – Lisboa 5
Clear and bright appearance with a pomegranate red color, slightly brownish.
The aroma of this wine stands out with notes of red fruits and pepper,
which is in perfect harmony with the wood note from the aging in oak barrels.
On the palate, this wine is very complex, with a good structure and a soft,
but persistent aftertaste. Overall, a very balanced overall impression
with nicely integrated tannins and a full body.

South Africa – white wine
Chardonnay 5
Grande Provence Heritage Wine Estate - Stellenbosch
It delights with an excellent balance of fruit and oak notes.
Citrus aromas, paired with notes of almonds and a hint of vanilla,
pampers the nose and palate of the connoisseur.
Eleven months aging in French oak, soft and creamy mouthfeel,
long lasting finish

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,80€
34,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,50€
29,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

2,70€
5,00€
20,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,00€
26,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
30,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,00€
26,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

4,50€
8,00€
26,00€

Chenin Blanc 5
Grande Provence Heritage Wine Estate - Stellenbosch
On the nose nuances of passion fruit, guava and apricots,
followed by concentrated apple notes on the palate.
The fruity aromas are wonderfully balanced by a fresh acidity
and culminate in a beautifully structured finish.

Angels Tears Moscato – semi sweet –
Grande Provence Heritage Wine Estate - Stellenbosch
A delicious fruity white wine with flavors of juicy stone fruit,
lychee, lemon and orange peel, also with a hint of grapefruit
and spicy nutmeg aromas on the nose and palate.

Chenin Blanc
Babylon´s Peak WO – Swartland 5
Aroma of ripe apples, hint of guava,
something of green figs and fig leaves, later definitely mineral.
In the taste again apple and guava with pleasant refreshing acidity.

Chardonnay unwooded
Groote Post Darling 5
On the palate with fresh, zesty fruit acidity, then lush, soft.
At the beginning a fine tone as if after gunpowder tea,
also suede In the finish again mineral and long.

Provenance earth in motion
WO Saronsberg 5
Great Chenin Blanc/Sauvignon Blanc blend.
In the fragrance exotic fruits, mango and pineapple and some more.
Hearty and spicy with a hint of flint on the finish.

First Sighting Sauvignon Blanc
Strandveld Vinery Elim 5
Expressive bouquet of tropical fruit and citrus, Gooseberry and guava.
Fresh on the palate, with a delicate hint of buchu and ethereal aromas,
surprisingly full-bodied and fruit-driven acid structure.

Sauvignon Blanc Limited Release
Stanford Hills Walker Bay 5
Fresh fragrance, elegant, you can sense the salty wind from the Atlantic.
0,1l
Associated with a composition of tropical fruits, gooseberries, passion fruit and citrus. 0,2l
First a bit floral, then hints of pineapple pie and peach,
0,75l
then refreshingly dry and mineral again.

Sea Salter
Groote Post, Darling 5

4,50€
8,50€
28,00€

0,75l

32,00€

0,75l

30,00€

The Seasalter is wonderfully expressive on the nose and palate
with intriguing notes of citrus, stone fruit and green apple,
along with hints of fynbos and seaweed, ocean breeze and
a touch of oak. Rich and long, an elegant,
balanced wine with typical Darling minerality, lively acidity
and a salty finish. 90% sauvignon blanc, 10% semillon

Sauvignon Blanc
Saronsberg, Tulbagh 5

The wine has a translucent color with greenish tones.
With aromas of tropical fruit, gooseberry and fresh grass.
To give the wine a particular flavor complexity,
the grapes were harvested by hand on four dates in early February, each time in the early morning hours.

Sauvignon Blanc
Hartenberg, Stellenbosch 5

0,75l

34,00€

0,75l

34,00€

0,75l

30,00€

Intense grassy, tropical fruits show on the nose, lychee and aromas of white flowers.
The palate has a clean, lively entry, which is characterized by a high weight and
Fullness in the mid palate. The wine finishes long and creamy.

Pofadderbos Sauvignon Blanc
Strandveld Vinery Elim 5
Fresh aroma of tropical fruits. Creamy on the palate with minerals
and an aftertaste of oyster shells complement the natural acidity.

Chardonnay - Pinot Noir
Kromrivier Vineyards - Cederberg 5

The Chardonnay Pinot Noir, is grown at its namesake the Kromrivier
at an altitude of 2000 meters on the Sider Berg Mountains, later it will be aged in
in wooden barrels. With its iridescent color it is a rarity in South Africa.
On the nose it has floral and ripe apple notes, followed by fruity peach notes on the palate.
Crisp, dry and refreshing with light acidity.

Chenin Blanc
Pulpit Rock Winery, Swartland
Pulpit Rock Reserve Range 5
First aroma of fine caramel, then tangerine and more.
Powerful and expansive on the palate, yet very lively and ertsaunlich fresh.
The wood is well integrated. Intense and flattering creamy finish.
A great Chenin Blanc! Special bottling!

0,75l

35,00€

Chenin Blanc
Weathered Hands - Dewaldt Heynes 5

0,75l

55,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,80€
34,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,80€
34,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
30,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
30,00€

0,1l
0,2l
0,75l

5,00€
9,00€
29,00€

Fine aromas of yellow peach, lychee and white pear,
followed by ginger and spice notes and balanced barrique.
Full bodied with a creamy texture,
Long lasting finish with well integrated acidity and fresh minerality.
From 100 year old vines. Hand picked and sorted!
Only the best vines are used. Limited bottling!

South Africa –red wine
Cabernet Sauvignon
Grande Provence Heritage Wine Estate - Stellenbosch
A fruity bouquet of red berries, accompanied by plums
and a delicate pinch of pepper.
These notes are also found on the palate,
a hint of mint also makes itself felt in the finish.
Soft tannins, well integrated wood notes and an elegant finish

Shiraz
Grande Provence Heritage Wine Estate - Stellenbosch
It delights with its fruity and spicy character.
Well integrated oak notes and soft tannins give it
an elegant mouthfeel with aromas of plums,
ripe blackberries and white pepper.
Aged 14 months in French oak, Long lasting finish.

Le Chocolate Angels Tears – semi sweet Grand Provence Heritage Wine Estate - Stellenbosch
On the nose this unique Pinotage shows notes of ripe plums,
black berries and licorice, then continues on the palate
with cocoa, coffee and velvety chocolate flavors,
supported by a balanced oak and tannin structure.
Its sweet body makes this wine perfect
wine is perfect as a soloist or with a dessert.

Cabernet Sauvignon & Shiraz
Hartenberg – Stellenbosch 5
The Hartenberg Cabernet Shiraz is soft and elegant on the palate.
It spoils with its smoky, plummy notes and its soft, melting body.

Shiraz und Carignan
Babylons Peak Swartland
60% Carignan and 40% Shiraz 5
Rhône blend of Syrah grapes coming from 20-year-old vines and
from Carignan grapes coming from 38-year-old Bushvine vines.
Aroma of fine noisette, pinoli, precious wood then touch of sour cherry,sweet
exotic fruits, some cinnamon and clove.
On the palate fresh, soft,savory Tannins, with fine spice on the finish.

Shiraz & Mourvedre
The Buchu Trail – Oude Companies Post 5

0,75l

24,00€

0,75l

38,00€

Aroma with ethereal notes between juniper and eucalyptus.
Juicy and powerful on the palate, seductive yet distinctive and exciting.

Shiraz/Mourvedre/Grenache
Babylons Peak Swartland 5

Intense spices & the typical character with lots of white pepper and dark
fruits determine at the nose. After decanting it develops aromas
of mocha &coffee. The tannins and acidity are well balanced and give the wine a good structure.

Shiraz
Groote Post Darling 5

0,75l

39,00€

0,75l

55,00€

0,75l

55,00€

0,75l

39,00€

0,75l

38,00€

0,75l

45,00€

0,75l

45,00€

The power Shiraz from Lukas Wentze, the extraordinarily successful
Winemaker Groote Post. The powerful structure and outstanding fruit
allowed the use of 100% new barrique.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Hartenberg Stellenbosch 5
This slightly ruby red shimmering drop smells of ripe cherries and
blackberries. The Hartenberg Cabernet Sauvignon is known for its
known for its full, complex and dense flavor, smooth and delicate,
the king of red wines. Aromas of cassis, soft forest floor, ink and
soft wood notes embedded in velvety tannins characterize this Cabernet.

Merlot
Hartenberg Stellenbosch 5
A silky, elegant companion to delicious food, such as ham with melon,
Lamb and beef dishes of all kinds. Lots of plum, even prune,
Brown bread and dark chocolate pour from the Merlot glass. A true luxury bouquet.

Provenance Shiraz – Saronsberg 5
Fresh scent of a spring flower meadow, subtle nuances of fynbos
and red and black berries.These notes continue seamlessly
on the palate and clothe him with velvety tannins
and dense body. A wine of great elegance and complexity.

YMER Shiraz
Kruishof Wines Wellington 5
Deep red Shiraz with dry full body. In the nose berry and fruity
fruity aromas of pepper, blackberry, black currant and dried tomato
dried tomato with hints of chocolate and wood. Juicy with
well-integrated tannins and pleasant spice.

Seismic – Saronsberg 5
Saronsberg Seismic is a wonderful wine reminiscent of Bordeaux.
Spicy, with subtle undertones from the wood aging. In the nose at the beginning still
somewhat restrained. Then clear aromas of cassis and red berries.
On the palate, the first strong tannins that suggest a long storage potential.
potential.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Pulpit Rock Winery – Swartland
Pulpit Rock Reserve Range 5
Aroma of pomegranate and grenadine, later beautiful cocoa notes.
In the mouth unfolds a lush fruit sweetness, the good fruit acidity gives
This Cabernet Sauvignon but despite its power and power also elegance,
Tannins well matured and integrated. In the finish cranberry jam.

Shiraz
Pulpit Rock Winery – Swartland
Pulpit Rock Reserve Range 5

0,75l

45,00€

0,75l

45,00€

0,75l

87,00€

0,75l

95,00€

0,75l

100,00€

Roasted nuts and coffee beans in the aroma, pure power in the taste,
remains very long and spicy with beautiful fruit sweetness.
Here it becomes clear why the region apostrophizes itself as "Shiraz County"!

Strandveld - ,,The Navigator“ 5
Elegant bouquet with a mix of clove, elderberry, wood notes, vanilla and fresh fig.
Soft, full mouthfeel with a variety of changing aromatic aromas shades
and high, well balanced acidity and tannins.

Shiraz
Saronsberg Tulbagh 5
Saronsberg Shiraz has a deep red color accompanied by ripe fruit aromas,
spices and smoky melting. Soft, very elegant and finely integrated
wood through 18 months of aging in French barrels.
Hand sorted in 24 hrs operation.
Just showered with awards:
VERITAS AWARDS - Double Gold
WINEMAKERS CHOICE AWARDS - Trophy for Best Red Wine
MICHELANGELO INTERNATIONAL WINE AWARDS - Gold
WINEMAGAZIN SHIRAZ Challange Award '10 - Winner.

Shiraz
DEWALDT HEYNS weathered hands Shiraz WO C.R 5
The wine presents itself with deep red color,
bouquet with pronounced violet notes, red berries such as currant,
slightly floral notes but also with slight undertones of herbs.
The wood is very nicely integrated,
the tannins lively. Powerful and long finish
Limited bottling!

Full Circle
Saronsberg Tulbagh - Saronsberg Top Line
Shiraz 85%, Mourvèdre 10%, Viognier 5% 5

The Saronsberg Full Circle has a deep red color, accompanied by ripe fruit aromas
and complemented with delicate floral and spicy undertones.
Soft, very elegant and finely integrated wood through 18 months of aging in French barrels.
Aging in French barrels.Hand sorted in 24 hrs operation.
Named the best South African cuvée by South African Wine Magazine!

Digestif
Grappa di Sassicaia

2cl

9,00€

2cl

10,00€

2cl

6,00€

Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon.
Aged for four years in barrique and an additional 12 months in Sassicaia
wine barrels. It has complex aromas, due to the additional aging
Sassicaia wine barrels, it has a great blend of character and elegance.
On the nose it exudes notes of wood, vanilla, cocoa and licorice.
The taste convinces with a sublime structure.

Grappa „Berta“ Tre soli tre – Piemont, Italy
The typical Piedmont grappa made from Nebbiolo grapes.
Structured, enveloping, with a great personality,
thanks to its 8 years of aging in French Ailler oak barrels.
A velvety dry grappa, with the scent of ripe fruit,
blackcurrant, apricot and sour cherry.
Full, lush aroma of vanilla and apricot with a long lasting finish.

Carlos 1 Brandy de Jerez Solera Gran Reserva 1
A soft and incredibly aromatic brandy, made from carefully distilled grape distillate.
grape distillate. Aged according to the traditional Solera method for 12 years
in American oak barrels to a Solera Gran Reserva.
For the particularly exclusive taste, barrels are used for aging,
in which Oloroso sherry was previously matured.
Its taste is reminiscent of nutmeg and almonds, nuances of coffee, chocolate,
caramel with subtle notes of vanilla, sometimes of raisins or plums.

Licqour
Lantenhammer Williams pear
Lantenhammer Rowanberry brandy
Lantenhammer Wild cherry brandy
Lantenhammer Wild rasperry
Lantenhammer Sloe brandy

2cl
2cl
2cl
2cl
2cl

6,00€
8,00€
10,00€
8,00€
8,00€

Ramazotti

2cl
4cl

3,50€
6,00€

Fernet Branca

2cl
4cl

3,50€
6,00€

Bailey´s Irish Cream

2cl

4,50€

Krater Spirits – "Krater Feuer"

2cl
4cl

3,00€
6,00€

KRATER SPIRITS
a small family business from the local Ries, which has created unique and award-winning products with a lot of
heart and soul.
"It all started with crater fire. The recipe comes from our grandma. Over the years, she had refined it more and
more and we loved her liqueur so much that we couldn't help but finally bring it to market in 2013.
Because of its warming spiciness from ginger and peppermint, we lovingly christened it "Krater Feuer". "
Two Double Gold Medals at the World Spirits Awards and two Silver Medals - from Meininger's International
Spirits Award as well as the San Francisco World Spirits Competition - should be reason to taste this liqueur.

Portwine
Ruby Reserve Port Quinta da Prelada 2, 5

5cl

10,50€

5cl

12,50€

5cl

15,50€

Bright red color, aroma and taste of red berry fruits and wild berries,
not at all very sweet.

10 Years old Port Quinta da Prelada 5
Dark sherry color, like golden bream. Aroma of dried fruit,
In the mouth strong notes of rock candy, which are also confirmed in the nose.

20 Years old Port Quinta da Prelada 5
Amber color; dry nutty aromas like hazelnut and toasted almond,
Sweet, full-bodied and concentrated in the mouth.

Drinks
0,5l
0,75l

4,00€
5,50€

1,00L

4,90€

Burkhardt juices:
apple juice cloudy, orange juice, passion fruit nectar
black currant nectar and raspberry juice

0,2l
0,4l

3,00€
5,00€

Juice spritzer:
apple juice cloudy, orange juice, passion fruit nectar,
black currant nectar and raspberry juice

0,2l
0,4l

3,00€
4,50€

Coca Cola 1, 4,**Caffeinated
Coca Cola Light 1, 8, **Caffeinated
Fanta 1, 2, 3, 4
Mezzo Mix 1, 2, 4, **Caffeinated
Sprite
Schweppes Bitter Lemon 3, 4, *Chinin
Schweppes Tonic Water 4 *Chinin
Schweppes Ginger Ale 1, 4
Thomas Henry Tonic Water 3, 4 *Chinin

0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l
0,2l

3,00€
3,00€
3,00€
3,00€
3,00€
3,50€
3,50€
3,50€
4,00€

0,5l
0,5l
0,5l
0,5l
0,5l
0,5l
0,33l
0,33l
0,5l
0,33l
0,33l
0,5l

3,80€
3,80€
3,80€
3,80€
3,80€
3,80€
3,20€
3,00€
3,50€
3,20€
3,20€
3,50€

Adelholzener mineral water classic/naturell

"Castle" water medium/naturell

Schwarzbräu Exquisit Hell
Schwarzbräu Dark Export
Schwarzbräu Wheat beer
Schwarzbräu Wheat beer light
Schwarzbräu Wheat beer dark
Schwarzbräu „Nullinger“ Wheat beer (non – alcoholic)
Schwarzbräu „Sweden“ Pils
Schwarzbräu „Nature“ Radler 3 (beer and cloudy lemonade)
Schwarzbräu Radler (beer and lemonade)
Schwarzbräu „Ex und Hopp“ (bavarian pale ale)
Schwarzbräu „Kracherl“ (non - alcoholic wheat beer and lemonade)
Paulaner Non-Alcoholic Beer
Cup of Coffee *Caffeinated
Cappuccino * Caffeinated
Latte Macchiato * Caffeinated
Milk Coffee * Caffeinated
Espresso * Caffeinated
Double Espresso *Caffeinated
Espresso Macchiato *Caffeinated
Cup of Tea * Caffeinated

2,80€
3,20€
3,50€
3,20€
2,50€
4,00€
2,80€
2,50€

Additives
Below is the explanation of the additives

1. with dye
2. with preservatives
3. with antioxidant
4. with flavor enhancer
5. sulphurized
6. blackened
7. waxed
8. with sweeteners
9. with phosphate
10. Contains a source of phenylalanine
11. produced with the concomitant use of genetically modified
* Contains caffeine
* quinine

